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Abstract.
Non-stationarity is inherent in EEG data. We propose a
concept for an adaptive brain computer interface (BCI) that adapts a
classifier to the changes in EEG data. It combines labeled and unlabeled
data acquired during normal operation of the system. The classifier is
based on Fuzzy Neural Gas (FNG), a prototype-based classifier. Based on
four data sets we show that retraining the classifier significantly increases
classification accuracy. Our approach smoothly adapts to the session-tosession variations in the data.

1

Introduction

The non-stationarity of EEG data is one major issue in current BCI research
and a severe impediment on the way to everyday usage of BCIs [1, 2]. There
are two major sources of these instationarities: 1) Small changes between the
experimental setup during training and evaluation sessions, e.g., in electrode
placement and impedances. 2) Changes in neuronal activity, caused by alertness, fatigue, etc. These changes degrade the classiﬁcation accuracy over time.
Typically, this issue is addressed by retraining the system with newly acquired
data - a time-consuming procedure that is not applicable for everyday usage of
a BCI system.
Over the years, several adaptive BCI systems have been proposed which cope
with non-stationarities in the data. There are two major types of adaptive BCI
systems: One type focuses on eﬃciently retraining the classiﬁcation system during the on-line run using labeled data. The drawback is that the true labels are
not available in most scenarios [1]. Especially, in out-of-lab scenarios, where the
user wants to control some device by means of a BCI, it is normally not possible
to acquire true labels for the data. Other adaptive BCIs try to tune the classiﬁcation system to the non-stationarities without using true labels. One approach
is to use only the uncertain decisions of the current classiﬁer as labels to train
a new classiﬁer. This is commonly used in P300-based BCIs, where the system
output is computed as the average over several single-trial classiﬁcations. The
labels for the single trials can then be reconstructed from the averaged result,
leading to a higher overall accuracy. Still, the labels are prone to classiﬁcation
errors and can be misleading for the training of the new classiﬁer. This averaging
scheme, however, is not applicable in motor-imagery (MI) based BCIs, rendering on-line adaption more challenging in these systems. Purely unsupervised
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classiﬁers have been proposed to cope with this issue, mostly based on Gaussian
mixture models, e.g., [3, 4]. These classiﬁers assume a Gaussian class distribution and little class overlap, assumptions that are only true to some extent.
Especially the class overlap is quite high for some data sets [4].
Here, we propose a novel, adaptive classiﬁcation system for the detection of
MI, based on semi-supervised learning and fuzzy neural gas (FNG). Using semisupervised learning, labeled data acquired during one or more training sessions
is combined with unlabeled data acquired during the on-line operation of the
system. This combines the advantages of supervised and unsupervised learning.
The labeled data from training allows for an initial modeling of the complex
class distributions of the EEG data. Adding the unlabeled data acquired during
normal operation, we can then adapt the distributions to the on-line variations
during system operation. We use a prototype-based algorithm to model the
data distribution. This allows us to successively increase the model complexity
by adding more prototypes.

2

Semi-supervised Neural Gas

We extend the algorithm proposed by Villmann et al. to build an adaptive BCI
system [5, 6]. The authors did a thorough theoretical analysis and applied it to
some benchmark problems, but not to a real-world classiﬁcation problem. In the
following, we will describe the algorithm and our modiﬁcations for the detection
of MI in EEG data.
2.1

Semi-supervised learning

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) combines labeled and unlabeled data to train a
classiﬁer [7]. While labeled data is more valuable to calculate the classiﬁcation
boundaries, it is rather time-consuming to acquire in a BCI system.
2.2

Fuzzy Neural Gas

Since the introduction of self-organizing maps (SOM) and learning vector quantization (LVQ), prototype based models have been thoroughly investigated [8].
The general idea is to model the data distribution by a set of prototypes. This
can be used for compression, but also for classiﬁcation, where each prototype
is assigned a class membership. In contrast to many other classiﬁcation approaches, it is possible to directly inﬂuence the complexity of the classiﬁcation
boundary by setting the number of prototypes. In Neural Gas (NG), in contrast
to LVQ, all prototypes are updated according to a neighborhood function at
the presentation of a new sample. This way, a gradient descent on the error
function, which measures the distances between each sample and the nearest
prototype, robustly converges [9]. When using Neural Gas for classiﬁcation,
each prototype is given a label and, after training, new samples are assigned
the label of their prototype. Fuzzy-labeled NG [5] and semi-supervised NG [6]
were introduced to cope with fuzzy or unknown labels in the training data. In
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both approaches, the class membership of a prototype is an n-dimensional label
c with cj ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, ..., N , where N is the number of classes. For each class,
the corresponding entry cj indicates the conﬁdence that the prototype belongs
to this class.
The error function from the original NG is adapted to take the label distances
into account:
 
P (v)h(kj (v, wj ))D(v, wj , γ)dv
E=
j
D(v, wj , γ) = (γ · δ(cv , yj ) + δ ) · ((1 − γ) · (d(v, wj ) + d )) − δ · d
v are the data samples with their distribution P (v), wj the prototypes, yj , cv
k (v,w )

the labels for the prototypes and samples. h(kj (v, wj )) = exp(− j 2σ2 j ) is
the rank function, which uses the neighborhood function kj (v, wj ) based on a
distance measure, usually the euclidean metric. Diﬀerentiating the error function
leads to the following update equations for the prototype positions and labels:
∂d(v, wj )
∂wj
∂δ(cv , yj )
yj = −γ((1 − γ) · d(v, wj ) + d ) · h(kj (v, wj )) ·
∂yj

wj = −(1 − γ)(γ · δ(cv , yj ) + δ ) · h(kj (v, wj )) ·

Training is stopped when the error function converges or a maximal number of
steps is reached.

Fig. 1: Fuzzy Neural Gas. The prototypes are depicted by diamonds, the samples by circles, color indicates class. The background shows the classiﬁcation
boundarys.
Figure 1 shows an example using real EEG data. The left ﬁgure depicts the
situation after the ﬁrst training, the input data samples have a known, discrete
training label. Two clusters are visible, but show a strong overlap. When more
and more training samples (with fuzzy labels assigned by the classiﬁer) arrive,
the class distributions slightly move and become more complex. For example,
the region at the lower left is mostly occupied by the green data class after the
ﬁrst training and is later occupied by the blue class. Meanwhile, the green class
shifts to the right. The right picture also shows that the cluster assumption,
which states that class boundaries run through regions with low data density, is
violated for this data set. Additionally, the class boundary shows a cut on the
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lower left. Over-ﬁtting might be an explanation, but the cut exists consistently
throughout the re-trainings.
2.3

Adaptation for BCIs

To use Fuzzy Neural Gas for classiﬁcation of MI in EEG data, some adaptations
were necessary. First, in Neural Gas and its variants classiﬁcation is normally
done by a winner-takes-all strategy. A new sample is simply assigned the label of
its closest prototype. Here, we take into account several prototypes and calculate
a weighted average over their labels to obtain the label for the new data point.
First, the score is computed:

(|N (v)| − kj (v, wj )) · yj
Scorev =
j∈N (v)

v is the new sample, N (v) gives the set of indices of the prototypes in the
neighborhood of v and yj is the label vector of prototype j. The score is a
vector with values in [0, 1]. Each value codes the degree to which the new
sample belongs to that class. The ﬁnal label is given by argmax(Scorev ).
Second, we dynamically adapt the number of prototypes. As more and more
unlabeled data arrive, the class distributions become more complex due to the
non-stationarity of the data. We gradually add more prototypes to compensate
for this eﬀect. If the system runs over a long time, there will also be the need
to discard some training data and prototypes, but we do not consider this here.
Third, like most prototype-based classiﬁcation approaches, FNG is quite affected by the prototype initialization. We initialize the prototype positions and
labels with some of the data positions and labels. Every nth sample is drawn
from the sequentially sorted training set. This procedure ensures a good representation of the whole data space.

3

Methods and Experimental Setup

The data used to evaluate our method was acquired using a 16 channel gUSBamp
(Guger Technologies) ampliﬁer sampling at 256 Hz. Data was bandpass ﬁltered
with subject-speciﬁc cut-oﬀ frequencies, typically between 9 and 27 Hz. We
applied Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) [10, 11] as spatial ﬁlter. We computed
the log-variance for every output channel of the CSP. The resulting feature
vectors were fed into the classiﬁer.
The data was acquired in repeated sessions on diﬀerent days. During the
training sessions, the subjects were instructed to imagine movements of the left
and right hand. On-line feedback was given.
For the oﬀ-line analysis of the adaptive BCI system the data was split into
ﬁve parts in sequential acquisition order. This scheme simulates the situation of
an on-line run for oﬀ-line analysis. The ﬁrst 20 percent of the data is used for
an initial classiﬁer training using the correct known labels. The other data are
gradually added to the training set, their fuzzy labels are given by the classiﬁer
from the last (re)training, as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Oﬀ-line simulation of an on-line run.

4

Results

Figure 3 shows the classiﬁcation accuracies for the diﬀerent conditions. To show
the advantages of the semi-supervised FNG approach, we computed the classiﬁcation accuracies for four conditions: 1) static FNG (sFNG) where the ﬁrst 20
percent are used to train an FNG classiﬁer and no retraining is applied. 2) static
FDA (sFDA), same as condition 1 but using standard FDA. 3) adaptive FNG
(aFNG), where the retraining procedure is applied as described above, 4) like 3,
but using FDA (aFDA). The latter condition is a self-training FDA similar to
the pseudo-supervised approach in [3]. The error-prone labels from the previous
classiﬁer are used to train a new classiﬁer which can be beneﬁcial, but might,
for some data sets, lower the accuracy.

Fig. 3: Classiﬁcation accuracy per subject for the 4 experimental conditions.
Adaptively retraining the classiﬁer (condition aFNG) does obviously never
hamper the classiﬁcation accuracy. In total, a signiﬁcant increase is reached,
comparing sFNG (mean accuracy: 74.4%) with aFNG (mean accuracy: 76.4%),
(independent t-test: t ≈ 3.6, p < 0.02). A comparison of the two FDA conditions
shows that retraining lowers classiﬁcation accuracy for data sets 1 and 4. On
average, retraining slightly decreases accuracy (mean 76.3% vs. 75.5%), although
this diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant (p > 0.17).

5

Discussion & Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach to deal with the non-stationarity of EEG
data for motor-imagery based BCI. We use a Fuzzy Neural Gas classiﬁer which
is iteratively updated using only unlabeled data which can be gathered during
normal operation of a BCI system.
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To show the eﬀectiveness, we tested our approach on four data sets. For two
of the four data sets the adaptive FNG performs best. For the other two data
sets classiﬁcation accuracy increases as well compared to the static FNG, but
does not reach the accuracy of the static FDA. A possible explanation might be
that those two data sets are quite short and thus the non-stationarity of the EEG
data is not as strong as for the other two data sets. While the expressiveness of
this study is limited due to the small number of data sets, our results show that
the approach is promising and worth further investigation.
In comparison with Gaussian approaches for un- or semi-supervised learning,
the FNG seems to be more robust. While the adaptive FNG always outperforms
the static FNG, the adaptive FDA actually lowers accuracy for some data sets,
a known problem of many un- or semi-supervised approaches [4].
In contrast to purely discriminative approaches like FDA, FNG not only
provides class labels, but also a conﬁdence that a new data sample belongs to
a certain class. We do not use this information here. In future work, we will
explore whether this information allows to detect outliers.
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